Duested interview: Coffey - Version 2

What catches your eye here, what stands out, interests you – what is most impressive?

What gives most pleasure, displeasure?

What part do you like best?

What approach?

How do you feel about parts A, B, C? (major sub parts)

Is there anything different about Coffey? How would you compare it with a space in another city? Other part location?

Is this an important area for you? Do you enjoy coming here?

What are its associations for you?

What was your first impression - how did it change?

What would you do to it if you could?

Describe, specifically X, Y, Z (details: lamp posts, etc.) Now V, W (major parts of space).

How does Coffey look at night? From a car?
Describe & comment on:

park
beaches
skyscrapers
people
traffic
plaza

signs
street
sun & sky
color
sound
smell

floor

fences

kerb/walk